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Abstract
In this work we propose a prototype to improve
interpersonal communication of emotions. Therefore
music is generated with the same affect as when humans
talk on the fly. Emotions in speech are detected and
conveyed to music according to music psychological rules.
Existing evaluated modules from affective generative
music and speech emotion detection, use cases, emotional
models and projected evaluations are discussed.
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When humans talk with each other several kinds of
information are transmitted from one person to the other.
Modern communication models assume interpersonal
communication is far more than the plain meaning of
words being said. Additional information regarding
relationship and emotional state of persons puts a message
into its right context making its meaning clear[30].
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One way to express this is by prosodic and spectral
features of our voice, which stand out due to their
similarity to music and its relation to emotional content.
In that regard recent works show evidence that both for
vocal and musical expression familiar emotional cues are
used. Thus, musical instruments are perceived by humans
as ”superexpressive voices”[12]. From these results it can
be concluded that at least several basic emotions can be
expressed and accordingly perceived in two different
auditory media: speech and music.
The question arises if the latter can support or even
replace the former, i.e. if emotions from speech can be
communicated by corresponding musical accompaniment
as depicted in Figure 1. In fact, there are persons being
impaired to decode emotions out of prosody occurring
during interpersonal communication while at the same
time being capable of understanding the semantic content
from speech. This is the case for people affected by
receptive aprosodia[20] and indications exist e.g. for
schizophrenia[16], autism spectrum disorder[10, 23, 17]
and Borderline personality disorder[18]. Since music
additionally affects deeper and eventually less damaged or
problematic brain regions than speech features[20, 13],
those impairments may be surmountable by choosing a
”different channel” to deliver the ”same code”[12].
Figure 1: Illustration of the
prototype concept. Listener
listens in parallel to speaker and
to augmented music delivering a
congruent affect as the speakers’s
voice.

This appears useful for non-impaired persons, too, since
the qualitative value of spoken audible content raises with
its intelligibility. If it can be increased by the suggested
method, the door is open for a whole range of new use
cases, where emotion in speech is a key element. Spoken
audible media as well as self-awareness and
communication support in psychology could furthermore
benefit from additional levels of sensible meaning for more
emotional insight[9, 27].

It is the aim of our work to show a first proof of concept
in that regard by proposing a software prototype
recognizing affect out of speech and converting it online
into emotionally congruent generative music. The aim of
this concept is to produce either a musical equivalent or
an extension of the emotional information inherent to
prosodic and spectral features from speech. The music
thereby shall be produced during talking as soon as
emotions are recognizable.
Despite actual successes regarding emotion recognition
from speech and affective music generation, these two
fields have – to the authors’ best knowledge – not been
combined yet, which is the major contribution of this
work. Furthermore, a scientific context around this idea is
created with a compilation of related research domains.
This involves discussion about an emotion processing
pipeline from speech to music, incorporated psychological
models and solutions for latencies and misclassifications.
Knowing the whole complexity of human emotionality
being hardly to abstract by computer models, our
assumptions rely on sufficiently evaluated methods
breaking it down to a level within which emotions can be
handled reliably, reproducibly and consistently.

Related Work
Emotion recognition is the first step, which in terms of
speech analysis is still a challenging research problem.
Successful methods in that regard are based on machine
learning techniques mapping extracted features from audio
data to several discrete emotion labels. Research thereby
is concerned with questions about which features are most
relevant for emotion classification and which classification
algorithms yield best results for different use cases.
Therefore various studies have already been conducted
concentrating on specific problem domains[19, 2], whereby
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the Circumplex Model[3, 21]
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multiple feature configurations have been prepared to
capture emotional information in conjunction with single
and hybrid classifiers using openSMILE[7] tool. It takes
account of source, spectral, prosodic and voice quality
features, which are representative of the vocal tract
system and glottal activity during speech and are used
extensively in speech analysis tasks. This tool is a result
of the INTERSPEECH 2009[24] & 2010[25] challenges,
where a baseline for relevant features required for emotion
and affect recognition was set. Regarding classification,
successes were achieved among others by using Gaussian
Mixture Models yielding emotion detection accuracies
from 40% to 60% dependent from the respective
emotion[14]. Improved classifiers are incorporated in our
prototype – see chapter about Methodology.

the intended emotion respectively its inherent valence
arousal input parameters that were passed to the
algorithm[28, 29]. Similar could be achieved by
manipulating score and performance features of existing
music pieces so, that the expressed emotion changed in an
intended way[15]. In view of that, software can generate
music with previously determined affect.

The mentioned classifiers represent emotions by returning
likelihood values for each available emotion label, whereby
the most likely appears as the best choice. Another way of
representation is the Circumplex Model of Russel[21, 22],
which stands out due to its significance for the perception
of music – see Figure 2 as example. It suggests a 2D
coordinate system, where valence (x-axis) means if an
emotion is experienced as pleasant (positive) or
unpleasant (negative). Arousal (y-axis) stands for the
degree of involved stress and movement. This model was
introduced into musicology by Gabrielsson & Lindström[8]
and also used by Gomez et al.[11], who showed functional
relationships between experienced emotion and structural
and expressive features in music.

To detect emotions out of prosodic and spectral features,
a prototypical classifier will be used designed by
Schulze[26] and implemented by Baghel[4]. Its original
aim was to run on mobile devices and to detect
interruptibility of users during conversations by analyzing
their emotions occurring in speech. They improved the
recognition rate compared to existing classifiers by
extending feature sets defined in INTERSPEECH 2009 &
2010 with new features like formants, their position and
bandwidth. Based on these, accuracy rates of 78.64% on
Berlin-EMO dataset and 63.39% on FAU-Aibo dataset on
average were reached. The results refer to audio signals
without background noise, as the aim is to show a proof
of concept in ideal situations like quiet environments.

These findings were then adopted from computer
scientists to automatize the targeted generation and
manipulation of music pieces with respect to affect.
Wallis for example demonstrated an algorithm, which
generates music that was assessed by subjects equally as

For prototypical online enhancement chunks (windows) of
a fixed length and sampled by a fixed update rate are
taken from a audio stream like from a microphone. These
chunks can be analyzed and classified on the fly yielding
frequent emotion labels in time according to the update

Methodology
Emotion Recognition
For emotion recognition based on real time analysis of
speech, we firstly describe an existing prototypical
classifier trained offline on datasets of emotionally spoken
and correspondingly labeled audio data[5, 6]. Later on, an
extension for online use will be layed out.
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rate. It is not considered as technical problem due to
detection times up to 250ms with update rates of 20Hz
and large window sizes on actual desktop hardware.
Choosing a correct window size is important. If it is too
small, important feature details of an emotional utterance
will get lost. If it is too big, the probability of more than
one emotion occurring within one window is too high
leading to worse accuracy and reactivity. A good
compromise can be found by pseudo online testing.
Therefore training data is played back in one sequence
and processed by the online enhanced classifier. By doing
so, misclassifications and delays in system reactivity can
be improved by adapting the window size.
First experiments on training data grouped by emotion
labels showed accuracies 10% lower than in normal offline
testing. Thereby misclassifications are likely to occur at
the end of emotion changes due to other audio data filling
up the window like pauses or consecutive utterances with
different expressivity. Concepts to avoid these are
omitting windows with pauses or multiple speakers by
utilizing speaker recognition. Otherwise, flickering of the
recognized emotional state can be smoothed out so, that
sudden but persistent changes as well as slow transitions
of emotions in speech are preserved by taking advantage
of the continuous character of the 2D Circumplex Model.

Figure 3: Processing pipeline for
speech analysis and emotion
recognition when a person
speaks; continued on next page.

A reaction time between occurrence of emotion in speech
and generated music is inherent to the prototype due to
window size, processing time, smoothing and reaction
time of the music generator. We aim at reduction down
to 1s. Additionally, extraction of quick detectable speech
features like volume are used to change generated music
directly by bypassing the emotion processing pipeline, to
increase the perceived reactivity. Evaluations take into

account how far this is experienced as problematic by
subjects – see Evaluation.
Model Transformation
It is necessary to find a mapping between the emotion
representation of speech classifiers and the Circumplex
Model, which robust music generators like the one used
for this work are based on – see Related Work. Therefore
Russel deduced unique locations of many emotion labels
in Circumplex Space as exemplified in Figure 2.
If related likelihoods from actual speech classification lie
on hand, they can be used as probabilistic weights to
average all Euclidean 2D positions of the emotion labels.
This operation yields a representation of the recognized
affect from speech within the Circumplex Model as two
dimensional valence arousal position and can be passed to
described affective music generation algorithms.
Music Generation
When recognized emotions from speech are represented by
2D positions in the Circumplex Model, these valence
arousal values can be passed to the incorporated music
algorithm conveying them to accordingly perceived music.
Detailed transformational rules therefore are layed out in
previously noted research like from Gomez as mentioned
in Related Work. Thereby a Midi pattern will be
generated by a state machine, whose state transitions
depend on settings of several music structural parameters
onto which valence and arousal is mapped. Then the Midi
patterns are translated into sound by virtual instruments
from external software, for example ProTools.
Prototype Evaluation
As denoted, the aim is to show a proof of concept for
supporting expressivity of speech. Success hereby is affect
from speech and generated music being perceived as
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equal. If that condition is met, emotional information
from voice can alternatively be transmitted by the
proposed approach. This is necessary before further
inquiries appear reasonable about if this form of
augmentation is regarded as helpful by listeners to
understand emotions of talking persons.
For a first evaluation, music is generated based on speech
audio files from training data. Therefore spoken samples,
that are labeled with the same emotion, are played back
in a sequence to which music is created and recorded.
Later on, these recordings are presented to subjects
assessing their inherent affect via questionnaires. By that
data, perceived affect from generated music is compared
with given emotion labels from training data. The music
should be assessed according to related labels.
In a second step, speech data is prepared and music is
generated the same way as in previous evaluation. In
contrast to before, music recordings and training sample
sequences are superimposed and played together at once.
Thereby music and sample sequences are combined
arbitrarily. Subjects then estimate to what extent music
and vocally expressed emotion are congruent and if the
combination is meaningful. If that is statistically rather
the case for music and speech data belonging together,
their technical connection can be stated as perceivable.

Figure 4: Processing pipeline for
transforming recognized emotion
to music[1].

The ultimate evaluation goal is a real time online
experience, where affective speech unknown to the
classifier and music generated to that are presented at the
same time. Actors therefore stage emotional content with
special respect to vocal expressivity processed by our
prototype to create music instantly. The actor himself
afterwards rates if the generated music was congruent to
his expressed emotion. The same is done by subjects
listening to recordings of the musically supported stage.
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